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HOW TO MAKE YOUR WHEELBARROW WITH THE

And the fall fun continues! Once you’ve created your Haunts & Harvest treat packages, grab your 
Paper Pumpkin box to assemble your own harvest wheelbarrow. We have designed this unique 
box to become the perfect display for your too-cute-to-spook apple and pumpkin treat boxes!  

Here’s how it works: 
1. Cut out all the pieces. 
2. Attach numbers 2, 3, & 6 of the woodgrain cut outs with long black adhesive strips A & B to  

form the bottom of the wheelbarrow. You’ll use all 4 of the A & B strips to adhere pieces together.  
There will be two on the inside and two on the outside for stability.

3. Adhere woodgrain number 8 with both of the C letter adhesives. Fold the sides all together.  
Use the E & F strips to form the front of the wheelbarrow, both inside and outside for stability. 

4. Make sure to press the edges of the adhesive to ensure it holds its shape. 
5. On both sides of the woodgrain circle disc, letter G, adhere both number 7 stickers  

on each side to create the wheel. 
6. Locate numbers 1 and 10 and adhere together. Locate numbers 9 & 7 and adhere together  

with something like Stampin’ Seal+ or Tear & Tape. On this step, one piece of the pairing  
will be slightly shorter than the other. Make sure that the shorter piece is placed on the  
inside. The different lengths help to form the diagonal of the base.  

7. Locate woodgrain number 4. On the printed line, bend both sides of the cardboard. 
8. Adhere the folded number 4 behind the long leg on one side with a letter D sticker.  

You will fold the sticker repeatedly over the arm. Do the same with the other leg. 
9. Use a hot glue gun to attach the wheel to the legs, and then hot glue the cart to the base.
10. Place your pumpkin and apple treat packages in the wheelbarrow and enjoy! 

PAPER PUMPKIN BOX!

Turn your kit into an  
autumn centerpiece with  

this wheelbarrow!

Haunts  Harvest


